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Holland Views – Formula 1 (FWON) – Price: $34; MCap: $7.8bn 
  

A simpler Formula 
 

The Covid crisis has resulted in much change to some company capital structures. Formula 1 

(FWON1) is notable as a company that has greatly reduced its debt and simplified its capital 

structure considerably – without issuing new shares: This is our third in-depth look at FWON 

since 20172. As we first said then, we think F1 is a ‘rare bird’ investment. Today its shares offer 

value to longer term investors seeking great franchises and importantly now come with far less 

debt. 

What attracted us to Formula 1? 

“Content, you know, content is where the money is…and content will always be where 

the money is…but content distribution magnifies the value of content” – Warren Buffett 

 FWON shareholders own a share in an entire Sports League, an extremely rare asset 

 F1 is a unique, globally recognised brand with 390m million unique global viewers 

 With pricing power (i.e. contractual rate increases in promotion and sponsorship deals) 

 F1 was under-managed/under-monetised under Eccelstone and now has top-class 

management with a long-term outlook. We see lots of opportunity to accelerate growth. 

 This is an extremely asset light business and thus very high return on capital 

…in short, F1 is a dream business 

 

And what has changed in the last three months? 

Fig.1: Never waste a crisis: FWON is now a simpler and more resilient entry 

 
Source: Holland Advisors 

 A much simplified capital structure as per Fig.1 

o Equity stakes monetised (reduced from c.50% of MCap to c.10%) 

o Consequently, Net debt reduced from $5bn to $1.6bn 

 FWON shares -25% YTD. Before any re-leveraging in coming years (ie sizeable 

buybacks of stock), this is a business that offers investors a 13% IRR’s (our best guess) 

from today’s starting price. 

 A purer equity play on F1 (no LiveNation exposure any more) 

                                                 
1 We remind you that Formula 1 is publicly traded via a ‘tracking stock’ and is legally a part of John Malone’s Liberty Media 

conglomerate. In this note, ‘FWON’ is the tracking stock/holding company, ‘F1’ is the operating compa1ny. 

2 Holland Views – FWON, Lollapalooza at speed, Nov 2017, $38 Holland Views – FWON, Economies of scale, Dec 2018, $31 
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 Team ‘cost caps’ now agreed with the teams. Covid could prove the catalyst to “create 

a financial structure for the sport that allows smaller teams to compete ” A renewal of 

the Concorde agreement has been deferred until 2021 but a sensible outcome that 

promotes growth is now very likely? 

 

In this note we discuss: 

1. Debt reduction and a simplified capital structure 

2. A recap on the F1 machine - A cash cow and a growth engine 

3. A word on the near-term uncertainty 

4. And an updated look at Valuation 

Debt reduction is welcome 

Much as we love John Malone and his track record, we were never totally relaxed by his 

willingness to embrace debt (and, frankly, financial engineering) to juice equity returns. Even if 

his businesses are always cash generative and the tax benefits good (F1 enjoys a 7.5% cash tax 

rate in the UK!). Our work on Marriott and Ashtead’s clever use of affordable through the cycle 

leverage has helped our understanding on this issue, but Malone and team do like to push it a 

little!  

But we always liked the idea of being long term shareholders in Formula 1. So, it is with some 

relief that we see Greg Maffei (Malone’s right-hand man and head of Liberty Media) de-lever 

FWON in April. His hand we suspect forced by lenders and the huge uncertainty about 2020 F1 

race calendar. The group needed to reduce its significant interest costs and thus divested its 30% 

stake in Live Nation leaving a far less leveraged owner (FWON) of the Formula 1 racing business. 

To remind you, the FWON tracking stock included a significant equity holding in Live Nation 

(worth c.$5bn as recently as February). That stake had halved in value by the time the asset was 

transferred to Liberty Media sister company Sirius XM along with $1.3bn of other FWON holding 

company debt liabilities in exchange for a $1.4bn cash injection. FWON shareholders also 

obtained ‘call-spread option’ allowing it to participate in any upside to Live Nation shares over 

the next 12 months (to $47). 

Long story short, this action greatly simplifies FWON’s capital structure and also means that debt 

leverage will likely fall further and quickly in the coming years. Assuming that 2021 reverts to a 

‘normality of sorts’ in terms of F1 season schedule, the cash generation potential of this business 

could mean that Net Debt/EBITDA could fall below 1.5x as soon as 2023 (see Fig.2). We 

elaborate on this cash generation later and our model is available on request. 

 

 
 
The Directors and employees of Holland Advisors may have a beneficial interest in some of the companies mentioned in this report 

via holdings in a fund that they also act as advisors to. 

 

 

Contact: 

 

 

 

Holland Advisors London Limited 

2nd Floor, Berkeley Square House 

London 

W1J 6BD 

 

Tel: (0)871 222 5521  

Mob: (0)7775 826863  

www.hollandadvisors.co.uk 
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Disclaimer 
This document does not consist of investment research as it has not been prepared in accordance with UK legal 

requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Therefore even if it contains a research 

recommendation it should be treated as a marketing communication and as such will be fair, clear and not misleading 

in line with Financial Conduct Authority rules. Holland Advisors is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 

Authority. This presentation is intended for institutional investors and high net worth experienced investors who 

understand the risks involved with the investment being promoted within this document. This communication should 

not be distributed to anyone other than the intended recipients and should not be relied upon by retail clients (as defined 

by Financial Conduct Authority). This communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may 

not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This 

communication is provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy 

or sell any security or other financial instrument. Any opinions cited in this communication are subject to change 

without notice. This communication is not a personal recommendation to you. Holland Advisors takes all reasonable 

care to ensure that the information is accurate and complete; however no warranty, representation, or undertaking is 

given that it is free from inaccuracies or omissions. This communication is based on and contains current public 

information, data, opinions, estimates and projections obtained from sources we believe to be reliable. Past performance 

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The content of this communication may have been disclosed to the 

issuer(s) prior to dissemination in order to verify its factual accuracy. Investments in general involve some degree of 

risk therefore Prospective Investors should be aware that the value of any investment may rise and fall and you may 

get back less than you invested. Value and income may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates and other 

factors. The investment discussed in this communication may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries and 

may not be suitable for all investors. If you are unsure about the suitability of this investment given your financial 

objectives, resources and risk appetite, please contact your financial advisor before taking any further action. This 

document is for informational purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy the securities 

or other instruments mentioned in it. Holland Advisors and/or its officers, directors and employees may have or take 

positions in securities or derivatives mentioned in this document (or in any related investment) and may from time to 

time dispose of any such securities (or instrument). Holland Advisors manage conflicts of interest in regard to this 

communication internally via their compliance procedures.  

 

 

 

 


